Foreman - Bug #20728
Inconsistent behavior of cancel and submit regarding search filters - Hostgroup

08/24/2017 07:22 AM - Kavita Gaikwad

| Status:     | Closed                        |
| Priority:   | Normal                        |
| Assignee:   | Kavita Gaikwad                |
| Category:   | Search                        |
| Target version: |                                |
| Difficulty: |                                |
| Pull request: | https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/4783 |
| Triaged:    | No                            |
| Fixed in Releases: | 1.24.0                      |
| Bugzilla link: | Found in Releases: |

Description

Related issues:
Related to Foreman - Bug #20491: Inconsistent behavior of cancel and submit regarding search filters - Duplicate
Has duplicate Foreman - Bug #20491: Inconsistent behavior of cancel and submit regarding search filters - Duplicate

Associated revisions

Revision c474d3a0 - 07/31/2019 09:30 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
Fixes #20728 - Inconsistent behavior of cancel & submit

Previously, Hostgroups saves the search filter when clicking cancel but not submit. There should be consistent behaviour in the action the submit/cancel buttons use. With this commit submit button should redirect to index action with current search filters.

Revision f3e9f1f0 - 07/31/2019 09:30 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
Refs #20728 - refactor host_edit JS code

History

#1 - 08/24/2017 07:22 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Related to Bug #20491: Inconsistent behavior of cancel and submit regarding search filters added

#2 - 08/24/2017 07:24 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
Hostgroup never save the search filter.
Hostgroups saves the filter when clicking cancel but not submit. There should be consistent behaviour in the action the submit/cancel buttons use.

#3 - 03/09/2022 08:22 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/4783 added

#4 - 09/06/2017 01:36 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Target version changed from 1.17.0 to 216

#5 - 07/12/2018 08:30 AM - Tomer Brisker
- Target version changed from 1.18.0 to 1.18.1

#6 - 07/26/2018 08:39 AM - Tomer Brisker
- Triaged set to No
- Target version deleted (1.18.1)

Removing target version, this isn't a blocker and will be added to a release when it's merged

#7 - 07/31/2019 09:30 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 1.24.0 added

#8 - 07/31/2019 09:31 AM - Ondřej Ezr
- Has duplicate Bug #20491: Inconsistent behavior of cancel and submit regarding search filters added

#9 - 07/31/2019 10:01 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 2474d3a0078cea166d5d78a21594e21408882d6a.

#10 - 10/24/2019 12:56 PM - Amit Upadhye
- Category set to Search